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From: Joseph Ray Sundarsson
FAX: +442079250918
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Date: 26-02-2016
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Rt. Hon. David Cameron, MP, Prime Minister
First Lord of the Treasury
cc: All Lords of the Treasury, House of Lords, House of Commons

cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]
... The Princess Royal Princess Anne, Court of St. James

cc: His Holiness Pope Francis
cc: Allies for the Rule of God's Law

26 February 2016

Dear Mr. Cameron,

Courtesy copy of our latest Amicus curiae to the Financial Cryptography conference follows. At the end there is a reference to the picture language of 'the Cecil effect', about a cull of Lions that is in the news.

> 'Cecil effect' leaves park's lion at risk of cull ... Bubye Valley Conservancy says
> it may have to cull 200 lions due to overpopulation and "the Cecil effect".

In other picture news, we note the "juddering stop" that the "Flying Scotsman" came to as reported:

> Such was the level of excitement that the train was forced to come to a stop for up
> to 10 minutes - along with all mainline services - after amateur photographers
> strayed into the track outside St Neots to capture the scene; the age of steam
> brought to a juddering halt by the age of the selfie.

There is a threat of a 1 March 'Appointment' here applicable to someone:
Following your recent eye test, we are writing to confirm your appointment

... 12:45 pm 1 March 2016. ... 'Needless to say, I don't think it's good news'.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-3461795/Man-s-letter-optician-huge-font-size-goes-viral.html

You and the Lords of the Treasury are the recipient of an Order in Admiralty. This order is applicable to the Holy Roman Emperor who, we have shown, is 'your boss', to every living member of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta and the Order of the Golden Fleece (who have not been seen to have disbanded) and any other 'Catholic' order.

The 'good news' is that in a Caesar's Law or God's Law analysis, Her Majesty The Queen is 'above' the Holy Roman Emperor and all title holders, ecclesiastic or temporal.

Thou, as 'Prime Minister' are engaged in the service of Christ. Thou and the British Lords art protected by the act of the 1914 British Chancellor of the Exchequer taking refuge in the Lord's Prayer. British means 'keeper of the covenant with God, YHVH, Jesus Christ'.

> "Am I a Christian in name only, on the path of lies; or am I a Christian on the
> path of life, that is, of works, of actions."
> His Holiness Pope Francis
>
http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2016/02/25/pope_it_is_a_grace_to_see_the_poor_who_knock_at_our_hearts/1211082

The Roman Priests, Kings, Princes and 'Catholic' idiots with or without title, on "the path of lies" and/or those following Egyptian or other religion have no such protection. Matthew 6 plus Exodus 32 applies.

> Exodus 32:27 And he said unto them, Thus saith the LORD God of Israel, Put every
> man his sword by his side, and go in and out from gate to gate throughout the camp,
> and slay every man his brother, and every man his companion, and every man his
> neighbour.

> Matthew 6:12 And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.

> Matthew 6:15 But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father
> forgive your trespasses.

Our Plaintiff, is in receipt of a 'deadline' of 29 February 2016. What part of "do unto others as shall be done unto thee" is not clear to these idiots?

Mahakali says, it is "Kleenex time". The dead-line applies to THEM!

We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
ATTN: Concierge

Accra Beach Hotel & Spa, Barbados.
P.O. Box 73W Rockley
Christ Church, Barbados BB15139, West Indies
Phone: +1 (246) 435-8920
Fax: +1 (246) 435-6794

Dear Sir,

Kindly ensure that a copy of this fax is provided to each and every participant at the FC16 conference. Kindly also print for them any copies of referenced material, for example www.courtofrecord.org.uk/uscong

A list of important persons to receive this fax include but are not limited to the following:

Program Chairs
Jens Grossklags Pennsylvania State University, USA
Bart Preneel Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Program Committee
Masayuki Abe NTT Laboratories, Japan
Alessandro Acquisti Carnegie Mellon University, USA
Ross Anderson Cambridge University, UK
Elli Androulaki IBM Research Zurich, Switzerland
N. Aspano Aalto University, Finland
Paulo Barreto University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
Steven Bellovin Columbia University, USA
Daniel Bernstein University of Illinois at Chicago, USA
Rainer Böhme University of Innsbruck, Austria
Alvaro Carneal University of Texas at Dallas, USA
Jeremy Clark Concordia University, USA
Nicolas Courtois University College London, UK
George Danezis University College London, UK
Serge Egelman UC Berkeley, USA
Seda Gürses NYU, USA
Feng Hao Newcastle University, UK
Thorsten Holz Ruhr University Bochum, Germany
Trent Jaeger The Pennsylvania State University, USA
Markus Jakobsson Qualcomm, USA
Benjamin Johnson Carnegie Mellon University, USA
Aniket Kate Purdue University, USA
Florian Kerschbaum SAP, Germany
Aggelos Kiayias National and Kapodistrian U. Athens, Greece
Bart Knijnenburg Clemson University, USA
Markulf Kohlweiss Microsoft Research, UK
Aron Laszka UC Berkeley, USA
Anja Lehmann IBM Research Zurich, Switzerland
Arjen Lenstra EPFL, Switzerland
Patrick Loiseau EURECOM, France
Travis Mayberry US Naval Academy, USA
Catherine Meadows Naval Research Laboratory, USA
Sarah Meiklejohn University College London, UK
Tyler Moore University of Tulsa, USA
Steven Murdoch University College London, UK
Tatsuaki Okamoto NTT Laboratories, Japan
Kenneth Paterson Royal Holloway, University of London, UK
Roberto Perdisci University of Georgia, USA
Avi Rubin Johns Hopkins University, USA
Ahmad Sadeghi TU Darmstadt, Germany
Rei Safavi-Naini University of Calgary, Canada
Nigel Smart University of Bristol, UK
Jessica Staddon Google, USA
Carmela Troncoso Gradiant, Spain
Damien Vergnaud École Normale Supérieure, France
Nicholas Weaver International Computer Science Institute, USA
Xinyu Xing The Pennsylvania State University, USA
Mofi Yung Google & Columbia University, USA

Remind each recipient and any 'Civil Servant' or spook who may interfere of their unlimited personal substantial liability.

Thank you for your prompt attention.

Yours faithfully.

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
High Commission of Barbados in London  
cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]  
... Court of St. James

Dear Sir,

It is your responsibility, with unlimited personal substantial liability, to ensure that each participant at the Financial Cryptography and Data Security 2016 [FC16] get a copy of this fax and the attachments and the Prime Minister of Barbados and UK are advised. Details are at: http://fc16.ifca.ai/anniversary.html. Twentieth International Conference February 22-26, 2016, Accra Beach Hotel & Spa, Barbados.

http://www.accrabeachhotel.com/contact-en.html  
P.O. Box 73W Rockley  
Christ Church, Barbados BB15139, West Indies  
Phone: +1 (246) 435-8920  
Fax: +1 (246) 435-6794

XXX Begin fax to FC16, Acra Beach hotel, Barbados XXX

Jens Grossklags Pennsylvania State University, USA  
Bart Preneel Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium

Financial Cryptography and Data Security 2016  
via Ambassador to Barbados in London

cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]  
... The Princess Royal Princess Anne

cc: His Holiness Pope Francis

cc: Allies for the Rule of God's Law

25 February 2016
Dear Chairman,

Courtesy copy of our latest Amicus curiae, as faxed to the Speaker of the U.S. Congress and sealed and served on the House of Lords follows. It is published at www.courtofrecord.org.uk/uscong

Meeting in a luxury resort, very likely using ‘Intel Inside’ Clinton-Clipper-Chip laptops, you are the elite Cryptographic slaves. There is no cause for celebration.

The underclass slaves, politely called ‘employees’, wash your towels and say Yes Sir and Yes Madam to you. Just take a trip down the service elevator!

As a result of our recent letter to Dr. Eric Schmidt, Chairman of Google, the OpenSSL ‘heartbleed’ backdoor and others have come to light.

> We suggest that Google note http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenspun%27s_tenth_rule
> “Any sufficiently complicated C or Fortran program contains an ad hoc,
> informally-specified, bug-ridden, slow implementation of half of Common
> Lisp”. OpenSSL, for example, has a REPL, is bug-ridden, with a history of
> unverifiable code. An Assembly/C/C++ wizard who wrote our lisp version of AES, came
> back with the unexpected opinion, lisp (http://sbcl.sf.net/) can generate the
> equivalent of hand tuned assembly. Lisp is already written by humans as a compiler
> parse tree.
> www.courtofrecord.org.uk/Google/

In our recent Amicus curiae to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II] we wrote:

> The similarities between good governance and operating system design or monetary
> design will become apparent: A Tree of Authority, etc. It will become revealed
> that 'Trusted' computing is an euphemism for 'trapped in a Panopticon'. The
> importance of entropy to cryptography and the various forces battling those of good
> faith shall be revealed. The deliberate sowing of tares in money and computing
> shall become revealed. Hardware and software back doors shall become exposed - in
> computers and in cars. The actual system of governance as contrasted to how we wish
> it would be shall become apparent.
> www.courtofrecord.org.uk/royal-1

In our recent Amicus curiae to Mr. Modi, Prime Minister of India, on his recent visit to London in November last, we wrote:

> “We suggest competent developers investigate the gcc and clang tool chains and the
> glibc library. At the system level, BIOS, kernel, video/network drivers, binary
> firmware blobs, and random sources/code must be investigated. At the hardware level,
> we suggest reverse engineering and posting the details of all chips/motherboards.”
> Quoted from http://www.rayservers.com/blog/static-openvpn+-libressl

> Are there back doors in the Intel core? What about, for example,
> “hyper-threading”. It is our wish that Intel processors be open and with an open
> tool chain. This involves placing Intel and all chip companies under Admiralty law.
> www.courtofrecord.org.uk/India_London
Partly as a result of our Amicus curiae(s), much information about how computers have been compromised has been published, for example:

> Intel Management Engine (ME) #intelme

> Introduced in June 2006 in Intel's 965 Express Chipset Family of (Graphics and) Memory Controller Hubs, or (G)MCHs, and the ICH8 I/O Controller Family, the Intel Management Engine (ME) is a separate computing environment physically located in the (G)MCH chip. In Q3 2009, the first generation of Intel Core i3/i5/i7 (Nehalem) CPUs and the 5 Series Chipset family of Platform Controller Hubs, or PCHs, brought a more tightly integrated ME (now at version 6.0) inside the PCH chip, which itself replaced the ICH. Thus, the ME is present on all Intel desktop, mobile (laptop), and server systems since mid 2006. ...

> The ME consists of an ARC processor core (replaced with other processor cores in later generations of the ME), code and data caches, a timer, and a secure internal bus to which additional devices are connected, including a cryptography engine, internal ROM and RAM, memory controllers, and a direct memory access (DMA) engine to access the host operating system's memory as well as to reserve a region of protected external memory to supplement the ME's limited internal RAM. The ME also has network access with its own MAC address through an Intel Gigabit Ethernet Controller. Its boot program, stored on the internal ROM, loads a firmware "manifest" from the PC's SPI flash chip. This manifest is signed with a strong cryptographic key, which differs between versions of the ME firmware. If the manifest isn't signed by a specific Intel key, the boot ROM won't load and execute the firmware and the ME processor core will be halted.

> The ME firmware is compressed and consists of modules that are listed in the manifest along with secure cryptographic hashes of their contents. One module is the operating system kernel, which is based on a proprietary real-time operating system (RTOS) kernel called "ThreadX". The developer, Express Logic, sells licenses and source code for ThreadX. Customers such as Intel are forbidden from disclosing or sublicensing the ThreadX source code. Another module is the Dynamic Application Loader (DAL), which consists of a Java virtual machine and set of preinstalled Java classes for cryptography, secure storage, etc. The DAL module can load and execute additional ME modules from the PC's HDD or SSD. The ME firmware also includes a number of native application modules within its flash memory space, including Intel Active Management Technology (AMT), an implementation of a Trusted Platform Module (TPM), Intel Boot Guard, and audio and video DRM systems.

> The Active Management Technology (AMT) application, part of the Intel "vPro" brand, is a Web server and application code that enables remote users to power on, power off, view information about, and otherwise manage the PC. It can be used remotely even while the PC is powered off (via Wake-on-Lan). Traffic is encrypted using SSL/TLS libraries, but recall that all of the major SSL/TLS implementations have had highly publicised vulnerabilities. The AMT application itself has known vulnerabilities, which have been exploited to develop rootkits and keyloggers and covertly gain encrypted access to the management features of a PC. Remember that the ME has full access to the PC's RAM. This means that an attacker exploiting any of these vulnerabilities may gain access to everything on the PC as it runs: all open files, all running applications, all keys pressed, and more.
Intel Boot Guard is an ME application introduced in Q2 2013 with ME firmware version 9.0 on 4th Generation Intel Core i3/i5/i7 (Haswell) CPUs. It allows a PC OEM to generate an asymmetric cryptographic keypair, install the public key in the CPU, and prevent the CPU from executing boot firmware that isn't signed with their private key. This means that coreboot and libreboot are impossible to port to such PCs, without the OEM's private signing key. Note that systems assembled from separately purchased mainboard and CPU parts are unaffected, since the vendor of the mainboard (on which the boot firmware is stored) can't possibly affect the public key stored on the CPU.

ME firmware versions 4.0 and later (Intel 4 Series and later chipsets) include an ME application for audio and video DRM called "Protected Audio Video Path" (PAVP). The ME receives from the host operating system an encrypted media stream and encrypted key, decrypts the key, and sends the encrypted media decrypted key to the GPU, which then decrypts the media. PAVP is also used by another ME application to draw an authentication PIN pad directly onto the screen. In this usage, the PAVP application directly controls the graphics that appear on the PC's screen in a way that the host OS cannot detect. ME firmware version 7.0 on PCHs with 2nd Generation Intel Core i3/i5/i7 (Sandy Bridge) CPUs replaces PAVP with a similar DRM application called "Intel Insider". Like the AMT application, these DRM applications, which in themselves are defective by design, demonstrate the omnipotent capabilities of the ME: this hardware and its proprietary firmware can access and control everything that is in RAM and even everything that is shown on the screen.

The Intel Management Engine with its proprietary firmware has complete access to and control over the PC: it can power on or shut down the PC, read all open files, examine all running applications, track all keys pressed and mouse movements, and even capture or display images on the screen. And it has a network interface that is demonstrably insecure, which can allow an attacker on the network to inject rootkits that completely compromise the PC and can report to the attacker all activities performed on the PC. It is a threat to freedom, security, and privacy that can't be ignored.

Before version 6.0 (that is, on systems from 2008/2009 and earlier), the ME can be disabled by setting a couple of values in the SPI flash memory. The ME firmware can then be removed entirely from the flash memory space. Libreboot does this on the Intel 4 Series systems that it supports, such as the Libreboot X200 and Libreboot T400. ME firmware versions 6.0 and later, which are found on all systems with an Intel Core i3/i5/i7 CPU and a PCH, include "ME Inigition" firmware that performs some hardware initialization and power management. If the ME's boot ROM does not find in the SPI flash memory an ME firmware manifest with a valid Intel signature, the whole PC will shut down after 30 minutes.

Due to the signature verification, developing free replacement firmware for the ME is basically impossible. The only entity capable of replacing the ME firmware is Intel. As previously stated, the ME firmware includes proprietary code licensed from third parties, so Intel couldn't release the source code even if they wanted to. And even if they developed completely new ME firmware without third-party proprietary code and released its source code, the ME's boot ROM would reject any modified firmware that isn't signed by Intel. Thus, the ME firmware is both hopelessly proprietary and "tivozised".
In summary, the Intel Management Engine and its applications are a backdoor with
total access to and control over the rest of the PC. The ME is a threat to freedom,
security, and privacy, and the libreboot project strongly recommends avoiding it
t entirely. Since recent versions of it can’t be removed, this means avoiding all
recent generations of Intel hardware.
https://libreboot.org/faq/#intelme

The Parable of the Tares, spoken by Jesus Christ, describes such situations. The
world of ideas are like unto a fruitful garden.

"With computers, it can be seen that the decision to award Bill Gates the PC
operating system was done not because he was the best or first, but because his was
the worst. We believe that IBM, being a company with inside knowledge of the World
War, did not want the legal responsibility of a backdoored operating system.

"The same saga can be seen with Apple Macintosh. Steve Jobs could hardly have been
allowed to release NEXT to the public. ‘Darwin’ followed.

"The result is the tyranny we witness today."
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/QE2-2-PDF

"The real reason for A. I. Winter becomes clear", we wrote to the British Prime
Minister, Mr. Cameron. The intelligence agency led drive against Lisp and the
promotion of Java and C++ was to trap programmers in an intellectual "blub paradox"
trap so that very clever opinionated idiots can be produced who will work as slaves
for the intelligence power.

Welcome to your mental-world-prison!

It is almost as difficult, if not more difficult than the solipsistic-box problem of
philosophy to break out of.

The ‘education’ you may have appeared to receive in universities is a hindrance, not
an asset in this regard.

There is a very serious crisis in software engineering. The expertise of those who
created the modern CPU and the early compilers has not been passed on to those now
gathered in Barbados.

How many of you remember Tim May and the Cypherpunks? Do you recall Tim May talking
about people "going up the chimneys"? This has literally come true - pickled men and
women were sprinkled across Ukraine at the Malaysia Airlines MH17 disaster.

The infiltration of thinking men by neo-Roman-Egyptian cults, involved the process of
leading thinking software engineers by their dicks off to the netherworld.

When you catch an airplane - think of your ride home - you agree to be treated like
cattle - this is the fine print on the air ticket.

There are so many implicit trust links - starting from the scanner that should not
cook your balls, to the turnstile that sends you down the walkway to the plane, to
flight plans and the air traffic controllers which are now backdoored.
Weapons systems have been demonstrated in the news that show how 'they' can carve up a flying plane in real time, blow it up to smithereens, even suck one passenger out of his or her seat.

The Pope's pilot was blinded by lasers as he approached his landing in Mexico, the same has been demonstrated in London on a Virgin Atlantic flight.

It has been demonstrated that cars can be taken over on the road, the driver lose control of steering, brakes and throttle; it is the same with trains.

There certainly is no cause for celebration. There is serious work to be done, creating open, mathematically verifiable systems, that can be 'bootstraped' from simple primitives. Hardware and software tool chains must be published.

Islamic Qanun Law of the Ottoman Sultan is now the statutes of, for example, the United States. Copyright and Patents were introduced so that the force monopoly does not get deprived of any new idea. It is the reality already that copyrights and patents have no value. The latest weapon systems and backdoors are proof of this claim. Only an *idiot* touts a patent or copyright.

Every software developer is under investigation in this Court of Record. Mr. Gates and Mr. Cook are not above the law. Nor are the intelligence agencies, the CIA, Mossad, MI6, FSB, for example. A barbarian with a hammer is a barbarian.

Truth has its own way. Every software or hardware engineer or company CEO that has put backdoors into their products shall be found an exposed. Every 'intelligence' agency idiot who has killed or threatened an engineer will be arrested and tried in Admiralty. The process is already ongoing:

> Who killed Engineer Ian

> Subsequent to our last letter pointing to the vanishing breed of engineers capable of engineering from first principles, the Lord High Admiral has pointed out:

> > The Duke of Edinburgh has praised the vital work of engineers, saying that
> > "everything not invented by God is invented by an engineer". >
> >

> Is it murder?

> Necessary force is authorised to investigate the deaths of, and arrest the perpetrators,
> if any, of the following engineer/thinker deaths, reaching into the 'highest levels'
> of the intelligence agencies to find out and publish *all* details:

> 1. Ian Ashley Murdock (28 April 1973 – 28 December 2015)
Justice is like iterative software development

Justice may not be instant, but it shall be thorough. Truth demands nothing less.

Ask your fellow attendees - are they a member of the Ordo Templi Orientis, created by Crowley, or any cult that practices ritual abuse or sacrifice?

Are any big corporations, for example Sony, managed by such cults? The Kesha Rose 'controversy' with Sony is like the visible portion of an iceberg.

Should "Sony" and its "executives" be "raped" just like its contract? They paid Kesha Rose no money. They do not hold an enforceable contract.

Investigation of "arrogant" companies and developers in Admiralty

FreeBSD jails are a huge security liability

If you're thinking of employing FreeBSD jails in your server environment or use them to run insecure applications, it will be good for you to reconsider those options. Jails are one some of the most vulnerable phoney "security" features ever put forth by fraudsters. They have been found to be even more insecure than a basic unix chroot and worst they even make it easier to gain control of your kernel with certain types of attacks.

Whats appalling is that most of these vulnerability of FreeBSD jails were intentionally implemented by the FreeBSD project members on the orders of self-proclaimed inventor of FreeBSD jails, Poul-Henning Kamp and Apple Inc.

Did Apple kill Steve Jobs? He claimed that he, "did not know he had a pancreas". The /mens rea/ is that the 'invisible parasite' wanted the cadaver of the corporate Apple
company to implement a new 'GCHQ'.

There is no money

There is no debt. There is no money. There is "UCC Mirror Reflection".

Bitcoin is not money. Gold is just a tally stick. Lunatics and idiots promote both.

> Take a gallon of diesel. Run a generator, run a computer, waste CPU cycles to solve
> a useless problem and make a bitcoin OR use the diesel in a truck to harvest,
> create and transport wealth from a farm or factory?

> Only legal idiots would choose to use bitcoin as a "store" of wealth.

> The generic argument is equally applicable to gold, except that gold is often
> available as a byproduct of other mining and is God's substance in its own right.

> A given unit of energy can be used to create wealth or wasted in creating a tally
> stick.

> www.global-settlement.org/times/bitcon

"Cypherpunks write code"

Write good code in a well defined language like lisp. New operating systems, CPUs,
etc are required for the future. You may have to go into "skunkworks" mode. The "Sun
is shining on Google" as a result of our letter to them. Read it here:
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/Google/

Epistemology and Ontology

> Epistemology, the the study of how knowing knows, can be classified into three
> schools – the school of thought that believes only in matter, the school that
> believes there is matter and there is spirit and the school that believes there is
> only spirit or, in modern language, the memes that dance in our Mind.

> The first school of thought, that of a belief in an external ‘atomic’ matter, has
> made enormous progress. We have come a long way from the canard that you cannot
> ‘believe’ in atoms because you cannot see them, to the tactile and visceral reality
> of arranging atoms one at a time, as Don Eigler of IBM has demonstrated. We are able
> to describe with great precision how probability distributions which embody
> randomness can describe phenomena and quantify the uncertainty and relativity of the
> phenomenal world.

> The second school of thought, that of a belief that the world is made of matter and
> of spirit may appear to have largely lost its impetus, but in fact more people today,
> for whom the binding force of religion and ritual have lost their hold, will describe
> themselves as ‘spiritual but not religious’. A majority of men and women fall into
> this second school, most of them without a reasoned explanation for their beliefs.
The third school of thought, that of a reasoned belief that the external world can only be known as a mental sense perception is an advanced belief system. This idea that Mind is an a-priori requirement is usually dismissed instantly without much thought. Materialists comfort themselves by formulating this as the ‘brain-in-a-vat’ thought experiment yet find that they have ‘no way out’ to ‘directly’ observe the ‘matter’ that they base their theories on. The most advanced descriptions of phenomena have failed to remove the observer from the observation at the limits of scientific theoretical frameworks that accurately describe it.

These three schools have been with us since ancient times. With the master key provided by the third school of mentalism, it becomes possible to unlock the mysteries usually cloaked in religious clothing.

www.courtofrecord.org.uk/Dawkins/

The entire Open Letter to Professor Dawkins is required reading at this point. The ‘ancients’ knew the World-Mind below the surface images and sense perceptions that you mistake for ‘environment’, ‘matter’ and your resulting ‘sexy body’. They personified this active mind as a woman, a ‘Devi’, ISIS to the Egyptians, Mahakali to the Indians, Mary to the Christians, Eve to the Hebrews. There was no neuter gender.

In the case of a genius, like Srinivas Ramanujan, the mathematician from South India, this ‘Devi’, the world-mind, came to him as ‘Namagiri’, the Mountain-of-Names-Goddess and revealed mathematical truths to him.

Just because *you* are an ignorant pig, to use an image that means ‘ignorant’, does not give you the right to start shouting about insults and violations of your tender pink asshole or ‘rights’ in picture language.

A civilisation of barbarians has been created by the ‘Jesuits’ who could not comprehend the picture language of their master, Jesus Christ.

Picture language

A ‘lion-man’ was used to signify ‘a brave, courageous man’. A half-man half-goat was used to signify a man who sacrificed his ego to help his fellow man. Sacrifice meant giving up something dear to you, like an animal you are shepherding, which you have defended with your very life from other predators, because you are forced to by nature or circumstance.

There are cults within the ‘Catholic’ Church which sacrifice animals and babies. They are idiots. The animal, purchased with donations, is not ‘valuable’ to such a priest. The world-mind who is within him, is privy to his every thought and sensation. The ignorance of his followers about how their donations are used does not exempt them from the portion of bad-karma allocated to the priest for his action.

‘Thou shalt not kill’ is a difficult commandment. You are what you eat. Eat pork? You are an ‘ignorant pig’, who does not know that the pig and you are One. This is the Truth; this is why The Prophet Muhammad, Peace be upon Him, forbade eating pigs, but this prohibition did not remove the ignorance of the Muslim who continued to eat goats. There are ‘Christians’ who taunt ‘Muslims’ with pork. What a bunch of idiots!
An idiot is a full time lunatic - a man or woman with whom reason does not prevail.

Picture language in the news

You have have heard of a cryptographic blind-drop. You take messages, encode it to a key and drop it into an INN news feed. Today's news is encoded into picture language and put into Main Stream Media. For example:

> 'Cecil effect' leaves park's lion at risk of cull ... Bubye Valley Conservancy says
> it may have to cull 200 lions due to overpopulation and "the Cecil effect".

What they are saying is that there is a man, who thinks of himself as a lion-king, who must be slain because he is an arrogant bastard. This man evidently cannot be bold enough to rule in public, but instead rules by a private Roman tyranny.

The answer to that, in picture language, is that someone truly brave man, who is fearless like Jesus Christ, needs to take a "box of Kleenex" to this man, spit on the ground, and ask him to "relieve himself", "confess" and "become Christian".

Theory - a relation of ideas, often mathematical, that relates sense-experience, "evidence" to That Which IS, Theo, Domini, LORD, YHVH.

The 'Holy Bible' is a collection of stories, mostly in picture language, that relates the "human" condition of a snake-man, which his poison-sack, "2nd amendment" gun, with YHVH, That which IS.

Thinking of a 'black hole', a 'singularity', "devouring" other stars is the mark of an ignorant scientific idiot who has failed to study the nature of the conscious observer.

In a rushed world, ignorant arrogance comes easily to a snake-man, a "Barbarian of the Hammer", collecting ever bigger hammers, more poisonous poison-sacks, when the singularity of intelligence, the so-called 'big bang', RA, is within him, watching his ignorant game, whilst projecting his ego, his personality, his 'evolved' body and the universe as-if it were 'external'. The Real cannot be said to change, hence it is That Which IS.

When there comes a man who has crossed the chasm, CHAOS between his conscious observer and BEING, RA, YHVH, and comes back to thee by the grace of RA and MA to report on how it IS, and thou kill him with thy poison-sack ... or with nails as they did with Jesus, RA, 'the Father', shall destroy thee and thy civilisation. This is what is encoded in the Parable of the Vineyard and the tale of the '10 Pounds'. See the Gospel of Saint Luke 19 and 20.

This is ancient wisdom, born of long observation of experience from an antediluvian age. Man, cease thy poisonous snake-like "human" arrogance - thou art like fish, caught in the net of Space-Time, by the LORD Himself, RA, That which IS within thee.
We send our love to YHVH, Truth, That which IS, for thee!

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master